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A b s t r a c t 
In [4] there are incidence structures of type (p, n) investigated. These 
are such incidence structures J that the corresponding incidence structure 
Jv of independent sets of J has its incidence graph in a simple-join-form. 
In this paper some special incidence structures of type (p, n) are examined. 
The conditions R1 = Rl+1 and a\ I m\ (the donotation is introduced in 
[4]) are valid in them. The paper has two parts. At the end of part II 
the main theorem describing incidence graphs of such special incidence 
structures of type (p, n) is formulated. 
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Definition 1 Let G and M be sets and I C GxM. Then the triple J= (G, M, I) 
is called an incidence structure.1 If A C G, B C M, then we denote 
At = {meM\gImVgeA}, Bl = {g e G \ g I m Vm G B}. 
And moreover, we denote An := (A*)±, B^ := (B^ for A C G, B C M and 
{gy :== p1\ {m}+ : = mi for g eG,me M. 
*Supported by the Council of Czech Government J14/98: 153100011. 
xThe triple (G,M,I) is called an incidence structure with regard to consecutive applica-
tions. The name "kontext" is used more frequently in literature—see [1] where the denotations 
are taken from. 
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Definition 2 An incidence structure J\ = (G\,M\,I\) is embedded into an 
incidence structure J = (G, M, I) if G\ C G, M\ C M and Ii C I n (G\ x M\). 
If Ji = I fl (Gi x Mi), then J i is a substructure of ,7 . 
A subset A C G is independent in G if a ^ (A — {a} )^ for all o G i . In 
what follows we denote Aa := A — {a}. 
If A C G, then we put X ^ o ) := 4 - {a}+ for a e A. Then KA(a) = 0 iff 
a G A^K Hence the set A is independent in G if and only if XA(a) ^ 0 for all 
ae A. Moreover, m G KA(a) iff {m}1 nA = Aa. (See [3].) 
Let a non-empty set A C G be independent in G. Then we put A* = {XA(a) \ 
ae A}. For every choice QA = {ma e X
A(a) \ XA(a) e X} C M from the set 
X (which exists according to the axiom of choice) we define an A-norming map 
a : A —> QA by the formula cY(a) = ma for all a G A. 
A set B C M is independent in M if m ^ ( £ - {m})^ -= H^ for all m e M. 
If m G B, then we put F B ( m ) = Z?m - {m}^. JB is independent in M if and 
only if YB(m) / 0 for all m G B. Moreover, a G F B ( m ) iff {a}+ n 5 = Bm. 
Let a non-empty set B C M be independent in M. Then we put y = 
{YB(m) | m G H}. For every choice QB = {am G Y
B(m) \ YB(m) G y} C G 
we consider a map (i : B -¥ QB given by the formula /5(m) = am . It will be 
called a B-norming map. 
Let A C G, H C M be independent sets in G, M, respectively. Then each 
A-norming map A -> QA and each H-norming map B -> <5B are injective and 
the sets QA, QB are independent in M, G, respectively. (For the proof see [3].) 
Definition 3 Let us consider an incidence structure J = (G, M, I) and a pos-
itive integer p > 2. Let Gp and Mp be the sets of all independent sets of G 
and M of cardinality p, respectively. Then Jp = (Gp, Mp, Ip) is an incidence 
structure of independent sets of J, where AIPB if and only if there exists an 
A-norming map a : A -> B for A G Gp, B G M*\ 
Remark 1 If Gp = 0, then Mp = 0 and J P - (0,0,0). 
Definition 4 J = (G,M,I) is said to be an incidence structure of type (p, n), 
where p > 1, n > 1 are positive integers, if there is Gp = {A0,..., An}, Mp = 
{B°,..., Bn~1} in Jp = (Gp, Mp, Ip) and Ai P Bi iff i = j or i = j + 1 for all 
j G { 0 , . . . , n - l } . 
R e m a r k 2 If J" is a structure of type (p, n), then the incidence graph of the 
structure Jp can be drawn in the form 
M": 
oP: 
n - l 
A0 A1 A2 A"-1 An 
and l j
p is called a simple join. 
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T h e o r e m 1 If J = (G,M,I) is an incidence structure of type (p,n), tfien 
(a; | ^ n ^ l i + 1 | = p - l for alii e { 0 , . . . , n - 1 } . 
(b) l I ^ n J ^ 1 ! =p-l for alii e { 0 , . . . , n - 2 } . 
Proof For the proof see [4]. 
Denotat ion In what follows we suppose that Rl = A1 f) Ai+1, A* = {a'J U i?\ 
A i + 1 = {a*+1} U R
l for i G {0,... ,n - 1} and Ql = Bif)Bi+1, B{ = {m\} U Q\ 
B*+i = { m i + 1 } U Q* for t G {0,..., n - 2}. 
In the following theorems there is always an incidence structure J = (G, M, I) 
of type (p, n) given and the previous denotations are respected. 
Theorem 2 
a) a f n F = a j + 1 n .B
i /Or a// i G {0,..., n - 1}, 
b; mj 4 n ALi+1 = m\+1 n A
i + 1 /Or a// i G {0,... ,n - 2}. 
Theorem 3 
'4- ^_^ „/ ^ ™+ a; a; Є m + <ř==> a\І m; 
b; mj Є a'?+1 < = • m J fÉ aj. * i+ l ^ — ^ "•» F a i + 2 > 
/Or a// z* G { 0 , . . . ,n — 2}. 
Theorem 4 
a/1 J/0 < i < n - 2. tfierc a- ^ a ; + 1 , a ; + 1 , a ; + 2,a ' i + 2 , 
b^ J /0 < i < n - 3. tfien mj ?- mi + 1 ,m ; + 1 ,m j + 2 ,mJ + 2 . 
For the proofs of Theorems 2-4 see [4]. 
We will investigate special incidence structures J = {G,M,I) of type (p, n) 
in which n > 2 and _4i n -4*+1 = A i + 1 n -4 i + 2 , that is IT = Ri+l for certain 
i G {0, ...,n - 2} . We assume that Rl = {gi, • • • ,gp-i}-
We have Al,Ai+1,Ai+2 C G; H\#m C M and A \ A i + 1 , Ai+2 e Gp; 
Bl,Bi+1 e MP. Let us consider the substructure J = [G,M,I) in Jp in 
which G = {Al,Ai+1,Ai+2} and M = {J? \H* + 1 } . Its incidence graph is 
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In what follows we consider a substructure J\ = (C?i,Mi,Ii) in J where 
Gt = A* U -Ai+1 U ,4 i + 2 , Mi = B* U Hi+1. 
By Theorem 3 in [3] Jf = (G?,Mf , I f ) is a substructure of Jp and from 
Theorem 2 in [3] we get -4%A^+1, A i + 2 E Gf, J3*,.B*+1 G Mf. In the following 
theorem we show that J[ ^ J7\ 
Theorem 5 If a\X m\, then the incidence structure J[ has a graph 
Bi Bi+i x




Ai+1 Ai+2 C l 
è 
c2 Cp-
and if a\ I m\, then it has a graph 
Mp: * Bl+1 X 
Gp: V . 
l i + 1 l i+2 c 
Proof We have denoted A1 = {a\} U R\ Ai+1 = {a i + 1 } U R
i = {a\+1} U I2
i+1, 
A i + 2 = {a i + 2 } U It
i+1 and IT = {m\} U Q% £ i + 1 = {m i + 1 } U Q \ Thus 
a i + 1 = a\+l because of R
l = Ir?+1. Since ^4? Ip Bl, there exists an ^ -norming 
mapping a\ A1 -± Bl. 
1. Let us assume that a\X rn\. Then a(a\) = mj, a f n Bl — B^, = <2* 
and m'i C\ A1 — Aa, = It\ If we put cY^) = nj for j G { 1 , . . . ,P - 1}, then 
a(Rl) = Ql and g^ (\B{ = Bln. (for the incidence table of J i see Figure 1). 
II ™1 Пp-i m\ ГПi+l 







ûѓ+2 - - - - - - -
Figure 1 
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From Theorem 4 it follows that a\ ^ ai+l,ai+2 and m\ ^ mi+1. Since 
a\X m\ we obtain a\ I mi+1 by Theorem 3a). By Theorem 2a) we get a f n.B* = 
a j + 1 n £ ' = Q' which yields ai+\X m\. From a i + 1 = a\+1 and from Theorem 
3b) we get ai+2 I m\. By Theorem 2b) we have mf n A
i+1 = m\+1 n -4
i + 1 . It 
follows that Rl C m^+1 and ai+iXmi+i. Finally, a j + 1 n £ ?
m = a?+ 2 n £
i + 1 . 
This implies Ql C aJ+2 and a i + 2 X mi+1. Now, the table of the incidence 
structure J\ is uniquely determined (up to isomorphism). 
Let us consider a set Xj = {m-,mi+i} U (Ql - {nj}) = M\ - {nj} for 
each j G { l , . . . , p - 1}. Then {a\} = Yx*(m\), {ai+2} = r * ' ( m i + 1 ) , {gi} = 
Yx*(ni) for/ G { l , . . . , j - l , j + l , . . . , P - l } and X> G Mf. If we put & = 
{a\,ai+2} U (i?* - {#})> then C ' G G? and C ' P X
j. We have obtained 
G\ = { ^ , A i + 1 , A i + 2 , G 1 , . . . , G p - 1 } , Mf = {Bi,Bi+\X\...,XP~1} and J f 
has a graph stated in Theorem. 
2. Let us assume that a\ I m\. Then a(a\) ^ m\. By putting a(a\) = n we 
get n G Q% and a'/flD51 = L?^. Obviously, a(gj) = m\ for somej G {1 , . . . ,p—1}. 
For certainty we assume j = p - 1 which yields a(gp-\) = m\ and g* x H B
l = 
Blm, = Q
l, gp^1 X m\. Let us denote a(gi) = n\ for I G { 1 , . . . ,P — 2}. Then 
g]r\Bi = Bini (Figure 2). 
II n Пi m\ mi+1 
91 - - - - - -
- - - -
S P - I 
o. 
Oż+1 - - - - - -
öѓ+2 - - - - -
Figure 2 
•+1 p[B
l = Bn. Since a\ I m\, we obtain From Theorem 2a) we know that a\_ 
a\X mi+\ according to Theorem 3a). Moreover, m\+l n A
t+1 = Al+1x by The­
orem 2b) and ai+2X m\ by Theorem 3b). Finally, we get aJ + 2 C\ B
i+1 = Bi+1. 
The table of the incidence structure J\ is completely determined again. 
Let us put X = {m\,mi+\}U(Q
i-{n}) = M i ~ { n } . Then {a\} = Yx(mi+1), 
{ai+2} = Y
x(m'i) and {<?,} = Y
x(m) for / G { l , . . . , p - 2}. Thus X G Mf. 
If we put G = {a\,ai+2} U ( i ? - {gp-\}), then C e G\ and G P X. We have 
obtained G\ = {Al\Ai+\ A i + 2 , G } , Mf = {H i ,£? i + 1 ,K} and J f has a graph 
stated in Theorem. • 
Remark 3 My colleague V. Tichy has devised a computer program assigning 
to every incidence structure J = (G, M, I) for |G|, \M\ < 12 all incidence struc-
tures Jp of independent sets of J. In Example 1 there is for p = 5 and a\X m\ 
in a) an incidence table of the structure J\ presented (please compare to Figure 
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1), in b) and c) there are introduced all independent sets of cardinality p of 
G\, M\, respectively, and in d) there is a graph of the incidence structure J\ 
drawn (similarly in the other Examples). For technical reasons the denotation 
in Example 1 is rather different from the text. Example 2 shows the situation 
in case of p = 5 and a\ I m\. Also in the following text some computer picture 
will be enclosed occasionally. 
Corollary 1 Let J = (G, M, I) be an incidence structure of type (p,n), n > 2. 
Then there exist distinct i,j G { 0 , . . . , n — 1} such that Rl ^ i? J . 
Proof Assume Rl = R for each possible i. If we consider sets A0, A1, A2 G Gp 
and B°, B1 € Mp, then A0 n A1 = A1 n A2 = R and A2 = {a2} U R. According 
to the proof of Theorem 5 there exists a set C G Gp such that a2 G C and 
C = A1 for certain / ^ 0,1,2. Then A1 = {at} U R and since a2 G A
1, a2 <£ it, 
we get a/ = a2. Thus A
2 = A1 and this is a contradiction. • 
In what follows we will investigate only special incidence structures of type 




l - {nj}), & = {a\,ai+2} U (B* - {9j}). 
Theorem 6 If A P X* for A G Gp - G\, then A P Xr for some r ^ j and 
cjnA = crnA. 
Proof Since A G Gp - G\ there exists aGA,aeG-G\. From A, Cj P X^ 
and by Theorem 1 we get | C J n A | = p—1. It means that A = {a, a'i}U(R
l-{gj}) 
or A = {a, a i + 2 } U ( i T - { £ , } ) or A = {a,a\,ai+2}U(R
i - {gj,gi}) where/ ^ j . 
There exists an AUnorming mapping a : A -> X 7 because A P XK 
a) Assume that A = {a,a\} U (Rl — {gj}). It is clear that Aa = {a\} U 
(jR* - {gj}) C mj-+1. Thus m\+l n A = Aa, a
1 n Xj = K^+i w m ' ch implies 
a(a) = mi+\ (see Figure 1). Moreover, a(gi) = n\ for all / / j and a(a\) = m\. 
Let a X nj. Then A P Bl but this is a contradiction to A ^ Al,AtJtl (see 
Example 3 where p = 5, j = 2, a = g$, Bl = B1, A = A8). If a I nj, then 
A' P Bl+1 where A' = {a} U Rl. That is a contradiction again (see Example 4, 
p = 5). 
For brevity we will not bring all the incidence tables or computer pictures 
in the following text. 
b) Assume that A = {a,ai+2} U (R
l - {gj})- Hence a(a) = m\,a(ai+2) = 
mj+i and a(gi) = n\ for all / ^ j . If a X nj, then A P Bl+1 and this is a 
contradiction. In case of a I nj we have A' P B% where A! = {a} U Rl and that 
is a contradiction again. 
c) We have obtained A = {a,a\,ai+2}\J(R
l-{gj,gr}) for certainr ^ j . Thus 
a(a) = nr, a(a\) = m\, a(ai+2) = m; + 1 and a(gi) = ni for / / j,r. If a I nj, 
then A' P Bl where A! = {a,a\} U (Rl - {gr}) and that is a contradiction. 
Thus a X nj and A P Xr. In Example 5 there is an incidence table of a 
substructure J2 = (G2, M2,I2) of J and a graph of the incidence structure J2 
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where G2 = G_ U {a}, M2 = M_, p = 5, j = 2, r = 1, A = A
8, X^' = B5, 
Xr = BQ. Obviously And* = {aj, ai+2} U (IT - {gj, gr}) = A 0 C
r. D 
Theorem 7 Fe^Jf be a special incidence structure of type (p,n) where a\X m\. 
Then p is odd. 
Proof Let us denote L = { 1 , . . . , p - 1}. For j G L we have C>' G Gf, Xj G Aff 
and G-? Ip XK Since _7 is of type (p, n) there exists a (unique) set A G Gp - G\ 
such that A P Xj. By Theorem 6, A P Xr for certain r G L, r ^ j . Then 
y? : j H+ r is an involutory mapping of the set L. Hence p — 1 is even and p is 
odd. D 
Since J is of type (p, n) it follows from the graph of the substructure Jf that 
there exists either a set Bi+2 G Mp where Ai+2 P Bi+2 or a set B1'1 G Mp 
where Ai P B1'1. 
Propos i t ion 1 Ifi < n — 2, then there exists a set Bl+2 and Bl+2 = {b, m^+2}U 
(Ql -{rik}) for certain k G { 1 , . . . ,p—1} ivbere b G G-G\. Ifi > 0, iben £bere 
eziste a se£ Bl~x and Bl~x = {c,m'JU(<22 - { ^ J ) / o r certain I G { 1 , . . . , p - 1} 
where c G G — G\. 
Proo f 1. Let i < n — 2. Then i -f 2 < n and there exists a set I?i+2 G M p such 
that A i + 2 Ip Bi+2. Obviously Bi+2 <£ M{ and there is b G Bi+2, b <£ M_. Since 
|j3*+i n ^ i+2 | __ p _ j a n d r^i+i _ {m .+1} u Q
2 we get either Bi+2 = {b} U Q* 
or Hi+2 = { b , m m } U (Q
{ - {nk}) for certain k G { 1 , . . . ,p - 1}. 
Assume that I?i+2 = {b} U <32. There exists a H'+2-norming mapping /? : 
5 i + 2 _> ̂ i+2 b e c a u s e _4*+
2 /*> Bi+2. It is easy to see that /3(b) = a i + 2 , ^ (n , ) = 
_7,- for j G { l , . . . , n - 1}. If a i + 1 X b, then A
i + 1 7P Bi+2~a contradiction. 
Similarly, a\ X b implies A2 Ip I?*+2 and we get a contradiction again. Thus 
a\, di+i I b and b^ flGi = G_ — {a_+ 2} . Let J2 = (G2, M2 ,12) be a substructure 
of J where G2 = Gi , M2 = M_ U {b}. Then Yj = {b,m/} U (Q
l ~ {nj}) G Mf, 
Dj - {ai+uai+2} U (.R* - {&•}) G Gf and C^Dj P Yj for j G { l , . . . , n - 1} . 
In Example 6 there is an incidence table of the substructure J2 for p = 5 and 
an incidence graph of J%. 
Since J is of type (p, n) there exists Ai+3 G Gp such that Ai+3 P Bi+2 where 
A i + 3 $_ G\. Hence there exists a G A i + 3 , a £ G_. From Ai+2 = {a i + 2 } U IT and 
| ^ + 2 n A i+3 | .__ p _ ! w e get _4*+3 _ {a} u Ri o r _4i+3 __, f̂  a . + 2 } y (fli __ r ^ J ) 
for certain p e { l , . . . , p ~ l } . Let us consider a substructure _73 = (G3, M3,13) 
of J where G3 = Gi U {a}, M3 = M2 = Mi U {b}. 
First suppose that Al+3 = {a}UIt/\ There exists an Az+3-norming mapping 
a : Ai+3 -> I?i+2 such that a(a) = b and a(gj) = nj for j E { 1 , . . . ,p - 1}. If 
aX m\, then A*+3 Ip IT—a contradiction. Similarly, aX mi+i yields A i+3 Ip 
IT+1. Thus a I m\,mi+l and A,- I
p .V} where ^ = {a,a\} U (IT - {_/j}) 
for j G { l , . . . , p — 1}. However, we have obtained a contradiction because 
C^DJPYJ. 
Now it is clear that Al+3 = {a1ai+2}U(R
l-{gp}). Then a(a) = np ,a(a i + 2) = 
b, a(gj) = nj for j ?- P where a : Ai+3 —> IT+2 is an Az+3-norming mapping. If 
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a I mj, then A! P B{ where A' = {a, a\} U ( .# - {^})# it is a contradiction. 
Similarly, aX m\ implies A' P Yp where A1 = { a , o i + 3 j y (Q< - {ffp}) and this 
is a contradiction again since Cp, Dp P Y
p. We get J5*+2 -^ {b} ij Ql and hence 
Hi+2 = { b , m m } U ( ^ - { n , } ) . 
2. In case of i > 0 there exists IT"1 G Gp such that ^42 Ip H'"1. As in 1. 
we can prove that I32"1 = {c,m\} U (Ql - {n/}), c G Q — G i . • 
Proposit ion 2 Let i < n - 2 and Bi+2 = { b , m m } j (Q* - {nfc}). I/ J2 = 
(G2,M2 ,I2) 25 a substructure of J such that G2 = Gx and M2 = Mx U {&}, 
£Aen; 
aj In case of a\X b the graph of J% is 
Bl Bi+1 Bi+2 Xk 
Ml: 
G\: 
ДІ ^4i+! Ai+2 Ck 
b) Ifa\ I b, then i > 0, Bl~l = {b,m\} U (Ql - {nk}) and the graph of j£ 
(where Bj = {b ,m-,mi+i} U (Q
l - {nk,nj}), j ^ k) is 
Bi-i Bi Bi+i Bi+2 XJBJ 
MІ: 
G\: 




Proof There exists an I?i+2-norming mapping ft : Bi+2 -» Ai+2 such that 
P(b) = 9k, /3(mi+1) = ai+2 and /3(nj) = gj for j ^ k. From ai+1 I b we get 
A*4"1 Ip IT+2 and it is a contradiction. Thus ai+\X b. 
a) Let a\X b. Then Ck P Bi+2. Since a\Xb,m\ and ai+iXb,m\ there does 
not exist I? G Mf̂  containing elements b, mj and Jjf has a graph stated above. 
In Example 7 there is an incidence table of J2 and a graph of the incidence 
structure j£ for p = 5, k = 2. 
b) Let â  I 6. Then 4 ' F £ ' where B' = {b,m'J U (Q* - {n*}), that is 
IT ^ H\ Thus 5 ' = Bl~l and i > 0. For j ^ k we get -B, = {b ,m^,m i + i} U 
(Ql - {nk,nj}) 
graph of j£. 
Є M,p and £"-•' P BІ Example 8 shows a table of J2 and a 
D 
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Proposit ion 3 Lett > 0 andBl~l = {c ,mJU(Q f -{n/}) . If J2 = ( G 2 , M 2 , I 2 ) 
is a substructure of J where G2 = Gi , M 2 = Mi U {c}. £/*en; 
aj In case 0/ a i + 2 Z c the graph of J2 is 
M*: 
(Ą: 
xl в^-1 вг вг+1 
(Jl Ai Ai+1 Ai+2 
b) If ai+2Ic, then i < n - 2. B
l+2 = {c,mi+i} U (Q
l - {nk}) and the graph 
of J2 (where Dj = {c,m-,m i + i } U (Q
l - {nhnj}),j ^ I) is 
Mf: 
(Ą: 
X1 Dj X* 
Cl 
ßi-l ßi ßi+l ßi+2 
Ai+1 Ai+2 
The proof is similar to the previous proposition. 
Proposit ion 4 Let 0 < i < n - 2 and Bi+2 = {b,m i + i} U (Q
i - {nk}), B
1'1 = 




(4) M-nGi ^ c + n G i . 
Proof (1) -=> (2) Let k ^ I and a'Jb. By Proposition 2b we have Bl~l = 
{b,m-} U (Q* - {nfc}) = {c,m'J U (<2
Z' - {n/}). Since b,c<£ M± we get n/ = n*, 
/ = k and it is a contradiction. Thus a[Zb. 
(2) =» (3) Let a\Zb. This implies Ck P Bi+2. If a i + 2 I c, then £
i + 2 = 
{c,m; + i} U (Q
l - {n/}) = {b,m;+i} U (Ql - {nk}) by Proposition 3b and hence 
k = I. Now we get CkIpBi+2 by Proposition 2a and Ck ZP Bl+2 by Proposition 
3b. This is a contradiction. 
(3) ==> (4) If ai+2Z c, then ai+2 £ crK It follows from the proof of Proposition 
2 that a;+2 G b; and hence 6+ n Gi ^ c ; n G x . 
(4) => (1) Let b± n Gi ^ n d , that is 6 ?- c. If a[ I b, then B1'1 = 
{b,mJU(Q z-{n/,.}) = {c,m'JU(Q 2 -{n/}) . Thus b = c and it is a contradiction. 
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Therefore a\X b and Ck P Bi+2. We know that ai+2X c which yields C
l P 
B1-1. If k = I, then Ck P Xk, B1"1, Bl+2 and this is a contradiction again. 
Thus k^l. • 
The folllowing proposition is also valid: 
Proposit ion 5 Let0<i<n-2 and B^2 = {b,mi+1} U (Q
{ - {nk}), B
1"1 = 
fam^ U (Ql — {ni}). Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) k = l, 
(2) a\lVi9 
(3) ai+2Ic, 
(4) b = c. 
Now let us assume that Bi+2 = {b, mi+1} U (Q
l - {nk}), a\X b for i < n - 2 
and Bl~x = {^m^} U (Ql — {n/}), ai+2 X c for i > 0. It means that for 
0 < i < n - 2 the conditions (l)-(4) from Proposition 4 hold. 
Theorem 8 If there exists B e Mp, B ^ X* for j £ k,l such that Cj P B, 
then Cr P B for certain r ^ j , k, I and Xj n B = Xr n B. 
Proof Let B G Mp has the properties described above. Then there exists a B-
norming mapping /3 : B -> C3'. \ij2 = (G2,M2,L2) is a substructure of J where 
G2 = G i , M 2 = Mi U {b,c}, then B (£ M
p since B £ B1'1^^2. Moreover, 
there exists d e B such that d e M - M2. From C
j P X*, B we get \Xj n B\ = 
p - 1 and hence B = {d,m^} U (Ql - {nj}) or B = {d,mi+1} U (Q
i - {n,}) or 
B = {d,m'i,mi+1} U (<9* - {nj,nr}). 
a) Let J5 = {d,m'i} U (Q* - {nj}). Then /5(d) = a i+2,/?(m^) = a\ and 
/3(ng) = gq for g / j . If gj X d, then A
iPB. This yields H = B1"1 since 
B ^ Bl. In case of z = 0 we get a contradiction. If i > 0, then C' Ip J5 by 
Proposition 3a and it is a contradiction again. Let gj I d. Then A1*2 P B' 
where B' = {d} U Ql and that is a contradiction. 
b) Assume that B = {<I,m;+i} U (Ql - {nj}). Then /3(d) = a[, (3(mi+1) = 
ai+2 and /3(nq) = aq for q ^ j . If gjX d, then A
%Jr2 P B and B = Bl+2. In case 
of i = n — 2 we get a contradiction. If i < n — 2, then Ck P B by Proposition 2a 
and it is a contradiction again. Let gj I d. Then A1 P B' where B' = {d} U Ql 
and that is a contradiction. 
c) Now it is obvious that B = {d,m'i,mi+1} U (Q
l — {nj,nr}). Then /3(d) = 
gr, f)(mi+i) = ai+2, P(m\) = a\ and j3(nq) = gq for q £ j,r. If gj I d, then 
Al+2 P B' where B' = {d,mi+1} U (Q
l - {nr}). Since B' 7. B
i+1 we obtain 
B' = Bl+2. In case of i = n — 2 we get a contradiction. If i < n - 2, then 
#*+2 — {b5 77^+1} U (<5
2 - { /̂b}) and this is a contradiction again because b ^ d. 
Thus gjXd and Cr P B. 
Let i < n - 2. If r = k, then C* F Xk,BiJr2,B and that is a contradiction. 
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In Examples 9, 10 there are tables of substructures J2 = (G2, M2 ,12) of J 
for G2 = Gi , M2 = Mi U {b,d} where p = 5 , j - - l , r = : 3 . The case of ai+ild 
is in 9 and the case of di+iXd is in 10. It is showed that both these incidence 
structures have the same graph. Furthermore, B = L?s, GJ = A1, G r = -A5. 
For certainty let us suppose 0 < i < n — 2 and denote L = { 1 , . . . ,p — 1}. 
Let </? : L -» L be the mapping mentioned in Theorem 7. If Cj ^ A°,Ar\ then 
there exists B G M p , I? ^ A-? such that G ^ P B . It follows from Theorem 8 that 
there exists a unique f G L such that Cj' P B. We put £(j) = j ' -
Let us consider a substructure J2 = (G2,M2,12) of J where G2 = Gi , M2 = 
Mi U {b,c}. According to Proposition 2 we get Ck P Bl+2,Xk. There is 
AeGp,A^ Ck such that A P Xk. If we put tp(k) = k2 £ L, then A P X
k2 
and Gfc P Xk2. Moreover, let us put Ak2 := A (see Figure 3). 
M": 
X'з ß í з X
h X1 в i ß i BІ+IBІ+2 x




h Ch Cl A* Ai+1Al 
Figure 3 
k2 C
k* Скз Akjl A
n 
If Ck2 ^ An, then there exists B eMp,B^ A* 2 , G*2 P B. From Theorem 
8 we get Ck* P B where k3 = f (k2) = &>(*). We know that C
k* P Xks and 
let us put Bk3 := B. There exists AeG
p, A^ Ck* such that A P Xk* and so 
on. For certain j i G L we obtain G*>- = A n where </?£... £<p(k) = % . 
Similarly, it follows from Proposition 3 that Cl P J5 i _ 1 ,K / and for certain 
j 2 G L we get G
/j2 = ^4° where ip£... £</?(/) = Zj2. The numbers j u j 2 are even 
and ji + J2 = P - I- See Figure 3 for a graph of the incidence structure Jp 
where the graph of Jf is emphasized. By assumption we have A1 n -4Z+1 = 
4-+1 n Ai+2^ it fonows from Theorem 6 that G ^ -
1 H Akj = ,4^ n C*'' where 
k\ := fe, j G { l , . . . , i - 1} and G^-1 n -A/i = A .̂ n C
lj where /x := /, j G 
{ 1 , . . . , j - 2}. Now we have £ i + 1 n Bi+2 = Hi+2 n A*, B1' n H*"1 = I?*"1 n A"' 
and A ^ - 1 n Bk. = H^. n X
k* for j G { 2 , . . . , j j , * ' ' - - n B/, = £/, n Azi for 
j G { 2 , . . . ,j2}. By Theorem 7 the number p is odd, thus p = 2q -f 1. For <l > 1 
we get n = 3g + 2. 
See Figure 4 for a graph of such an incidence structure Jp that i = 0. 






i4° A1 A2 Ck Ak2 c
k* Ck* Ck*~* Akp^ C
k^ 
Figure 4 
Similarly for i — n - 2. 
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m: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
g: 1 rv . . . • • , . , • f I * ! 
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